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Warming sea water and Chagos reefs

Sea water temperatures began to rise in Chagos from the 1970s.  This pattern is consistent across the tropics and is a
consequence of global climate change.  In the 1970s the reef condition in Chagos was found to be exceptionally good .  No1

scientific research then took place in Chagos for the next 17 years, but when it was, in 1996, several changes were seen
which indicated that some shallow coral death had been taking place .  The cause was unexplained at the time, but it is now2

suspected that moderate warming events were the cause.
In 1998, the most severe warming spike affected the tropics.  In Chagos, surface temperatures nudged 30 C and massiveo

quantities of corals were killed.  Mortality was very severe and followed on from the severe bleaching that warm
temperatures induced.  The depth to which mortality extended varied along a curious North-South axis;  down to 15m deep
in northern atolls, to 20–25m in central locations, to over 30m in the southernmost Diego Garcia .  In all cases, corals3

mortality was very extensive throughout these depth spans.  Soft corals likewise died but, unlike the stony reef-building
corals, they leave little trace.

Recovery is taking place rapidly in some parts of the archipelago, while in others recovery is very limited to date.
Reasons for the patchiness are likely to include simple randomness together with patterns of local currents that convey coral
larvae from surviving and breeding adults to substrate where they can attach and grow.  However, the first decade of the
2000s has seen further warming episodes, which, while not as severe as 1998, have been sufficient to kill off many new
juvenile corals.

The graph shows sea surface temperature for Chagos over 200 years (1900–2100) blended from historical data and
forecast model output using the latest Hadley Centre data .  Warming events will increase and, unless corals can effectively4

acclimatise, more mortalities can be expected.  Major consequences of this in Chagos is a decline of the natural breakwaters
that healthy coral reefs build, which are essential in protecting the islands from erosion, and a marked change, even collapse,
of the marine ecosystems.  The latter is now the subject of several further investigations into ecological structure and
functioning.
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The Chagos Conservation Trust is a charity (Registered in the UK No. 1031561), whose aims are to promote conservation, scientific

and historical research, and to advance education concerning the archipelago.  The Trust is a non political association.

If you would like more information on the publications or membership, please contact the Secretary simonhughes@hughes-mccormack.co.uk.
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